Tuition Fees Raised: Effective Next Fall

College tuition will be $10,000 per year beginning in September of 1956, announced President Jacob in his Weekly Address.

"The increase of $500 above the present tuition figure is one step in the "last and least" of a series of tuition increases which have become more realistic, based on the assumption that tuition increases need to be higher, in order to finance the college's educational program in an atmosphere that is not conducive to students' well-being."

Pembroke Concert Next for Singers

The Trinity Glee Club has planned four more weeks in the academic year, with the addition of the Annual Spring Tour. The group will be booked for the Pembroke College Glee Club on Saturday, February 26. The combined clubs will present a program for the alumni and the College of the Holy Cross that evening at 8:15.

The Glee Club at the Connecticut College for Women will be the guests of Trinity for the weekend of March 18 and 19. The two clubs will sing together on March 19 in the Choralist Auditorium at that time.

Athenaeum Faculty: Chooses Moorin as New President

Election of Athenaeum Society officers for the upcoming year took place on last Thursday. Herbert Moorin, '59, was elected to succeed Franklin Kury, '58, as President. David Leof, '58, was elected vice-president, and will formally be held by Robert Bacht, '59. The offices of treasurer, corresponding secretary, and warden will be filled by Thomas Manuolo, '57, Irving Leavitt, '59, and David Rave, '59, respectively. Jere Bachrach, '59, was re-appointed a member of the Board of Visitors. Moorin, who holds a degree in business administration from the University of Connecticut, has been associated with a number of educational institutions, including the University of Rhode Island and the University of Maine.

Elbow-Room For Engineers

Mr. Hahnmann of the Elbow-Room Engineering Laboratory has resigned his position. He has moved to Boston to take up the position of chief engineer at the General Electric Company.


Frosh to Visit Houses in Early Mason Plan

The Mason Plan for Freshmen was announced at the Mason Club in the last week of the academic year. The plan to be followed is every other Tuesday evening from February 23 to March 10. Freshmen who sign up for the plan will be divided into pairs and will visit each fraternity for a forty-minute period. On the first two nights each group will visit three houses from 7 to 9, and on the last two nights the groups will be entertained by four houses. The houses will have a theme of their own and may include the following: Music, Drama, Debate, and Sports.

Freshmen interested in Mason Plan should sign up in the Dean's office as soon as possible.

Dr. Toule to Speak at Meeting Of New Economists Club

The Economics Club of Trinity College will hold its organizational meeting Conference Room at 8:15. Dr. Toule, who holds the title of "Economist in Residence at the University of Pennsylvania," will speak on "Economic Policy: The Role of the President." This will be the first meeting of the newly organized Economics Club.

The Club will hold its organizational meeting Conference Room at 8:15. Dr. Toule, who holds the title of "Economist in Residence at the University of Pennsylvania," will speak on "Economic Policy: The Role of the President." This will be the first meeting of the newly organized Economics Club.

New Committee to Study Student Discipline Problem

The President last week appointed the committee on student discipline and is to be made up of two faculty members and two students to be selected by the committee.

The committee is to study the existing situation in the field of student discipline and to make recommendations to the Senate on the matter. The committee will be composed of the following: Donald A. Young, Associate Dean; Donald R. Underwood, Professor of Economics; and John W. H. Halsey, Professor of History. The committee will meet weekly and will submit its report to the Senate.
"Man, You Gotta Go!" Characterizes Work of Beat Generation, Says Poet

By MICHAEL REWA

Can anything good come out of Bohemia? John Malcolm Brinnin thinks so, at least in his incisive, fact-finding, sometimes-nuanced, but always candid collection of encounters with a generation whose literature "has a value far beyond its immediate cost in life." An atmosphere of bohemianism seems to stimulate a creative climate, but too often not merely the money that it provides. Of course, the generation of bohemians seems to越来more stimulate a creative climate, but too often not merely the money that it provides. Of course, the generation of bohemians seems to...
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Trinity Students Invited to Donate Records for New Library Program

Long playing records is good in fair condition are wanted for a new listening service which will start in a few days from the main desk of the Trinity Library.

The purpose of this plan is to assemble a basic collection of records which may be signed out of the library in the same manner as books and played in their rooms by Trinity students. Classical recordings as well as selections from the better musical shows will be gratefully accepted.

Since the college has no funds at present, for this service, the Movie Department and various music lovers in the campus have assembled the first group of records which will become the property of the library and will be administered by the library.

Discussing the new project, Dr. Clarence H. Barber points out that 50 records have already been donated and we hope to have at least 100 by the end of the semester. Many of the varsity record collectors have at least one or two LP records they are through with which might be a source of pleasure to a new listener.

Substantial donations have been received as far as Dr. Harry Hood, Dr. Barber, Mr. Holland, Dr. Morris, Dr. Campos and Mr. Francis. Any other students or faculty who own records to donate are invited to do so soon and may leave records either at the library or at 84 Vernon Street.

Economics

(Continued from page 1)

broader field of study, varying from theoretical economics to practical business.

The Club will present monthly lectures delivered by leaders in the field of industry and finance. The Economics Club also plans to sponsor a trip to one of the leading investment companies in Hartford.

Philosophy Talks

Begun by Dr. Kurtz

Last week Professor Paul W. Kurtz of the Philosophy department gave the first of three radio talks on "What Is Philosophy?" The series is featured on WCCS's Trinity Spotlight, which is sponsored by the Board Press Sunday at 4 p.m.

In Sunday's program, Dr. Kurtz discussed philosophy in the analytic and critical sense. He asked the question: "What do you mean?" and "Why do you believe that?" Forthcoming are discussions on philosophy as synthesis and integration, how it seeks to relate, connect and unify our experience and knowledge, and a discussion of philosophy as creative imagination in art.

Professor Kurtz also appears as moderator for Front Page Forum broadcast at 9:30 p.m. on WTC.

Trinity Young Dems

To Host Convention

The Connecticut Intercollegiate Young Democrats will hold their first convention Friday and Saturday at Trinity. Representatives of all Connecticut colleges with Young Demo clubs will be present.

On the agenda for the Convention are addresses by Mayor James Kinsella of Hartford, and Thomas Duketic, former Representative from the First Connecticut Congressional District.

The Convention is being sponsored by the Trinity Y.D's. whose president is Michael Faron, '59. Chairman of the Convention Committee is James Brown, '50.

Kury Appears On Major TV News Show

Franklin L. Kury, '59, was a panelist on the "College News Conference," a weekly national television program which is broadcast by ABC from its Washington, D.C. station, WJAL-TV.

Kury was on the January 19 program along with four other students including Bruce Larkins, Vice-President of the NSA, Michael Lorrero of Columbia Law School, Holly O'Connell of the U. of Chicago, and Renate Kugler of Johns Hopkins.

Guest is Allen

The guest of the day was George V. Allen, Director of the United States Information Agency and former Assistant Secretary of State and Ambassador to India, Iran and Greece.

Kury was in the thirty minutes at the program, able to ask Mr. Allen about six questions, including one on waste in the U.S., which ended the reply from Mr. Allen that such waste did exist and that he was doing his best to correct the situation.

Elaborating

Upon returning to Trinity, Kury commented, "The whole thing was a very enlightening experience. I was particularly impressed by Mr. Allen. All of our ambassadors are of his caliber, our diplomatic corps is in very good shape."

Trinity's own Louise Hugger was moderator of the show.

LOST

Taken by mistake at the Spaghetli Palace on Feb. 2 was my gray topcoat. Label was Warner & Bailey, a pair of glasses marked Harvey & Levie in a pocket. Please contact Gene Corcoran at Box 83 or Chapel 6-1858.

Criteria

The criteria used by the colleges in the selection of candidates for "Who's Who" is rather significant. The three most common are leadership, service and scholarship, with the final judgment left up to the people selecting who would be most qualified. But nowhere is there an indication of a process used in distinguishing one


(Editor's Note: Senate President Jack Thompson has requested from the National Student Association a copy of the forthcoming report on "Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges" for study by the Trinity Senate. The following is a preview of the report.)

The National Student Association's Student Government Vice-President was mandated by the 8th National Student Congress to perform research and edit a report on the organization known as "Who's Who Among Students in American Universities and Colleges." Work was completed during the summer of 1957, and the final report is now being prepared.

Fore Areas

Four areas have been included in the report. The areas covered and the comments on the answers received to the various questions on the questionnaire, in information gathered from the questionnaires and outside sources, are summarized in the report. The report is intended to be a recruitment and employment aid. The report is intended to be a recruitment and employment aid, which is a recommendation for employment, and on the same level correspondence of which would be valuable in an objective consideration of the merits of "Who's Who."

The report is not intended to be the "last word" on the organization nor does the information include all of the arguments for or against it. Nevertheless, the report should benefit member schools as they are considering either the pros or cons, or various means of implementing the organization.

No for Reference

Only two of the firms answering the surveys were public, and these were The Wisconsin and Michigan, Cornell, and Radcliffe Colleges.

For a new idea in smoking!

Salem refreshes your taste

Perfect Spring days are all too few...but you can always enjoy a Salem Cigarette... and a Salem refreshes your taste just as Spring refreshes you. Yes, the freshest taste in cigarettes flows through Salem's pure white filter. Rich tobacco taste with a new surprise softness. That's Salem...You'll love 'em!

Smoke Salem...Smoke Refreshed
In the never ending search for a quintet that clicks, Coach Jay McWilliams plans a further line-up change for tonight's battle with Clark in the Memorial Field House.

Big turn around last Friday against Colby, soph Barry Royden has been handed a starring assignment in this evening's encounter. Other front liners will be Art Polstein and Ken Lyons. Coach McWilliams or Ken Lyons at center and either Ben Shen or Jim Gavin at the re-making point.

Sixth Loss
Friday night a talented, well-dilled Colby team invaded our premises and unleashed a torrid first quarter scoring attack that enabled them to hold off the home team and win by a final 72 to 55 count. The decisive loss pushed the Bantams' season mark to six for six, all down.

The quarter scores had Trin behind by 16 in the first ten minute mark, by 16 at the half, 15 at the three-quarter mark and by 12 at the buzzer, 72-57, showing an even battle for the last 30 minutes of play.

Royden Cored
Jack Foster proved to be Trin's main threat as his 16 points soared past home 23 points. The other only Bantam in double figures was Royden with 12 who has apparently found the cure for his self-diagnosed football "hamstringitis".

In the opening minutes of Colby's two New Jersey guards, Lloyd Cohen and Tony Raso, led a sharp-eyed Maine club into a 2 to 4 lead. In an attempt to halt the run, Coach McWilliams inserted Royden, Lyons and Gavin into the lineup. These three joined with Foster, Polstein and an effective three-quarter court press to hustle home eleven quick points in four minutes, to pull within eight of the surprised Nationals. The sport had Royden flashing his freshman form as his keyhole ochandler soared in Colby's basket. Gavin was inconspicuous until he found a few loose balls which he soundly tossed through the iron circle.

The second half was dominated by Foster's consistency and the college band playing Soutn's Post March backwords. Displaying the All-E.8 form he showed with Eliot B last year, Foster, whose face shows the emotion of a nine-day cruiser, drew and basted shots enough to keep Trin from losing the second half.

Defensive Standouts
In the closing minutes of the game, the individual defensive prowess of Anderson, Polstein and Foster came to the fore as four attempted shots were batted back to the half court line with a very close score. Big Ed was also impressive during his stint with his dynamic rebounding. Foster, following his shots well, had tags that just weren't dropping. Jim Gavin's big moment came when he was assigned to guard Colby's Dick Hunt. Big Jim snuffed the dominating Hunt with his size as he towered three inches over the 3-foot Sixth Mule.

FORESHOT BLAST TRIN CHURCH

BY HERBY FITZPATRICK

Despite the loss of Kenny Crowewolf and Doug Tansill, the Fresh basketball team continued winning their way as the expense of the Trinity Church five that found the going tough at the local field house, 56-44. This evening they face the Clark JV's here and Saturday they travel north to face the USSA yearlings.

Crowewolf and Dave Gerber have both been declared ineligible for scholastic reasons, while Tansill and Kenny Fitzpatrick suffered sprained ankles within fifteen minutes of the first period action. The latter two have both returned to the line-up.

UMass Strong
The Clark couple did not expect to afford too much competition but UMass is returning as a Yankee Conference power and should present a talented group. They should provide several of the next week's game's with the Yale frac.

The Trinity Church contest was won by a double and Coach Bob Evans cleared his bench early in the contest. In all, 12 points from Bob Evans was high point-producer for the Bantams with 24 markers. George Tattersfield added 20 points, all from the field.

Score From Outside
The Bantam yearlings used both a man-to-man defense and a zone. The Trinity Church aggregation couldn't solve either, but Beatty and Tattersfield had no trouble finding the range from the outside.

The victory brought the frosh' record up to 4-1, with 10 games to play.

The Clipper
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THE TRINITY TRIPOD

Cagers Hunt Hoops for First Win
In Fieldhouse Battle With Clark

from the
SPORTS DESK

By MAC COSTLEY

(Editor's Note: This is the first of a two part series about the men who put our teams on the floor of the state's finest court. Heretofore, a sympathetic account has been given of the college basketball scene in the state. In this study we present a brief history of the men who coach our teams as well as a few insights into some of their philosophies. This study is not intended as a sympathy for the honest, hard working coaches."

I wonder... how much do we know about our healthy fieldhouse mind? We see them standing to one side of the floor, diamond, square, you name it, we know their ability at the reins—but what if they were out performing... how did they face the course?... how do they help Trinity? How are their families? Being a few answers to these questions, I also picked up some unusual items, which I hope you find interesting or amusing, as I did.

Seems to me that one of our more distinguished Americans receive quite a lot of publicity for his pioneer birthright. He had nothing in Ba.

Born in Kentucky leg cable (Dan is one of few college grad student who can do that) Dan went "west young man," (at the age of three) attending high school in Oregon where he started in football, baseball, and basketball. After an extremely successful college career at Pacific University, Dan opened his professional baseball years with San Francisco, Seattle, St. Louis Lake City where he set the league on fire with 86 doubles, and a 42 batting average, both records, which have never been approached. Dan then bought by the Indians, and was at the top when he damaged his knee. Forced to retire from baseball, Dan decided to go to Columbia where he secured his Master's degree, with the money earned from baseball. Teaching in Columbia for five summers, Dan applied to Trinity and was chosen, from 80 applicants, in 1922 as head football coach. Dan married Charlotte in 1920, and has one daughter, Charlotte, 17.

Born in Virginia, Jay McWilliams attended high school in Pennsylvania where he played football, baseball, and track. In football he was named All County Center, and is probably the only center to call signals at the end of scrimmage. Captain of the basketball team at Penn State, Jay (6'2") made the mistake of winning a jumping contest at the front of the season and was named center. Oddly enough, this marked the final year of the Multisport era on the field, American Sports Editor Costley at VMU, Jay won the "steady" of the Washington and Lee senior class president, and married the Virginia belle. The McWilliams have three children: Kath, 9, Pete, 5, and Bob, 3. Jay came to Trin this fall after 15 years of coaching.

Doy Rath was born in Breslil Hill, Pa., going to Upper Darby for his high school training. Attending Westtown with his brother, Rath played four years of soccer, four years of tennis, two years of golf, varsity letters in track, basketball, and swimming. Commend Roy cooked his way through school, and was also a Chaf after graduation. Endowed with natural ability for soccer and tennis, Roy started giving tennis lessons at sixteen, and has played semi-pro soccer since then. Rath is and sophomore in high school. Roy is now the tennis professional at Tuskele Brock Country Club in Bloomfield, and has designed and produced his own tennis racket. Coach of Trinity's national soccer champs of 1956, Roy is Secretary-Treasurer of the Intercollegiate Tennis Association.

For further details and appointment, contact your Placement Bureau

Director of Athletics, Trinity College, New Haven, Conn.

Opportunities for majors in Physical Science, Engineering, Arts, Business Administration

BELMONT RECORD SHOP
1317 Broad St., Cor. Vernon

STOWE'S POPULAR SKI DORM

THE ROUND HEARTH
There's nothing like it! Join in the delightful funful game of Stoweland's most unique, popular lodge. Live dorm style... $5.75 daily, $35 weekly, 2 meals. Modern, comfortable fireplace; spears huge din-dine-area, lounge, game room, Fun galore! Fine food, good meals. Write: Folder or Tel. STOWE, Jr., Alpine 3-7223.

BELMONT RECORD SHOP
163 Washington Street
HARTFORD, CONN.

WINTER RELEASES
Cedman recordings of the spoken word presents wonderfullybrilliant reproductions of first-rate contemporary literature.

SELECTIONS

Authors' own readings
Classics of the English Language
Plays, Documentaries, Books, etc.
Also Hi-Fi component parts available.

OPEN TILL TEN EVERY NIGHT PARKING IN REAR
AD Crows Put on Pressure In Melee for Hoop Title
By Matt Levine

The Trinity 1957-58 intramural program now enters its second phase and Delta Phi are holding the reigns in the National League, while Sigma Xi and Phi Delta Phi are in the latter part of the gam. Also instrumental in the Alpha Delta Phi success were Ted Franz and Bob Farnsworth.

During this past week, the leaders in each respective league went in basketball games which will, in all probability, determine the hoop championship in the second half. Alpha Delta took the 14-14 tie. Thanks to some boards, and Jay Elsas highlighting themselves under the comeback and eventual triumph of the Ephs, the lead pecked at until they found themselves behind at halftime, 19-14. Pretty much sewed up the American League, found A.X.P. and long end their opposition by a 37-28 count.

Crows Finish Strong
The first of these deciding games went A.X.P. and Delta Phi continuing their rivalry for the I.M. lead in a rugged contest down at the field house. The Chi Kappa finished on the long end of the final score, outplaying their opposition by a 57-38 count. The Eyebrows from 79 Vernon St. ran out to a 12-2 lead over the Crows, but had their lead peaked at until they found themselves behind at halftime, 19-14. Bright lights in the Alpha Delta Phi comeback and eventual victory were Bill Abeles, S. Levit, Dave Arie.

A.D. took Sigma Xi into nasty, and pretty much sewed up the American League basketball laurels by scoring a 13-8 victory. The Vi's, with forte balance Ron Roop and Rolf LeClerc supplying their brains under the boards, and Jay Elsas highlighting their scoring parade, were unable to match the Alpha Delta Phi consistent play. At halftime, the tilt was knotted up in the 14-14 tie. Thanks to some sharp-shooting on the part of Charlie Benevis, who netted twelve counters in the second half, A.D. continued consistent play. At halftime, the tilt was knotted up in the 14-14 tie. Thanks to some sharp-shooting on the part of Charlie Benevis, who netted twelve counters in the second half, A.D. continued consistent play.

One change in the ladder is Bill Sykes, who was playing second in the opposite ladder and is now head man. Now on the second rung is Bob Spahr followed by Jerry Farnsworth, Nelson Holland, and Dave Kenter.

Adding to their exam worries, the Trinmen found a Willamette match on the exam weekend, and met the Ephmen powerhouse 6-3. It was a fight to the finish, with Weepman 7-2, making their record 3-3, with wins over Fordham and Brown in pre-Christian matches.

USCGA Dunks Merrmen As Morgan Sets New Mark
By Jim Gibbs

Hopes that the varsity swimming team would pull out of its mid-season slump were dashed on Saturday as the operators saw the Trinmen drowned by a Coast Guard team. The dependable Bob Morgan was a double winner, taking the 10-yard freestyle and setting a new college record of 53.2 in the 100 freestyle on an otherwise lackluster day for the home team. Bob Adams counted to an easy victory as the Trinmen swept the backstroke event, and Jim O'Beiley and Butch Labroz took second and third in the 200 backstroke. For a while it looked like it might be a last minute save, as the steady free-relay team (Fay, Ellie, Black, and Morgan) made a pool's length victory; early losses were too much, however, and the men came out on the short end of a 47-38 score.

Even Season
This loss put the earlier optimistic mood in the swim pool's position of a 2-2 season thus far. Even with adly changes in the way up, they will have a fight on their hands for a good season. Powerful Ambient casts a dark shadow over holding the record at two homes. Bob Morgan will carry the Blue and Gold banner to MIT on Junior Path weekend (Feb. 15th). The Technologists, boasting strong backstroke and freestyle departments, should sew up the victory elrived home team to the limit for a win.


Student Union

BOOKSTORE
Tuition
(Capitalized from page 1)
gardless of means, is in effect receiv­ing during his college career scholar­ship aid totaling several thousands of dollars. This has been possible not only because of benefactions but be­cause of inadequate college salaries.

New Financial Program
A new program for financial aid—for which additional funds are being made available — scholarships, loans and summer employment has been designed by Dean Hughes and the ad­ministrative staff. Full explanation of the plan will be announced soon added Dean Hughes.

It is likely that scholarship students will receive a combination of direct aid, a campus job and partial loan. Greater use of tuition payment under an installment plan is also foreseen.

Promotions
(Capitalized from page 1)
distinction in writing and for devotion to poetry.” He received his under­graduate degree from Dartmouth in 1936, graduating (hi Beta Kappa and cum laude, and received his Master’s from Harvard and his Ph.D. from Boston University.

And the brilliant Miss Voom picks Lucky yourself. You’ll say, ‘It’s smoked!’ All of which makes her a Quotable Notable! Light up a Lucky yourself. You’ll say, ‘It’s the best-tasting cigarette I ever smoked!’ End quote.

Junior Prom Slated
For Hartford Club
Charlie Donnelly’s band will be the main feature of the Junior Prom at the Hartford Club on Friday, Febru­ary 14. Students may attend the Prom for $3.50. Fraternity men should sub­scribe for tickets through representa­tives in their houses, while Bob Perce and the junior advisors will solicit the neutrals and Freshmen, respect­ively.

During the intermission, the ban­ner will offer a Jazz Concert. The formal non-flower affair will last from this until one.

The Lincoln Dairy Company
BETTER MILK, CREAM AND ICE CREAM
Visit Lincoln Dairy’s seven ice cream bars
You just CAN’T go wrong when you patronize
TOMMY’S BARBER SHOP
You get the kind of haircut that you want, plus clean and courteous service. Why not try Tommy’s today?

111 New Britain Ave, near Broad St
Two minutes walk from Field House

A PORTABLE TYPewriter IS A MUST FOR EVERY STUDENT
Sales
Rental
Service
On All Makes of Machines
TO SERVE YOU BEST
Call on
National Typewriter Co., Inc.
247 ASYLUM STREET
HARTFORD, CONNECTICUT
Telephone J.A. 7-1115